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**ORDERING ONLINE**

1. **FIND IT**
   Search for an item on our catalog: catalog.ncrl.org.
   Click "Place Hold."

   ![Book Image]

   - **The goldfinch**
     by Tartt, Donna.
     Type: Book; Format: print; Literary Form: fiction
     Publisher: New York; Little, Brown and Company, 2013
     Availability: No copies available Checked out (8). On hold (2).
     Actions: Place hold  Add to cart

2. **LOG-IN**
   Using your library card number and pin (usually the last four digits of your phone) log into your account.

   ![Log In to Your Account]

3. **CONFIRM YOUR HOLD**
   Once you are logged in, select your pickup location.
   Choose "Mail Order" if you would like the item mailed to you. Click “Place Hold.”

   ![Confirm holds for Library Patron (293203001101769)]

**RETURNING ITEMS**

- **Drop them off at your local library.**
  Save us the cost of postage!

- **Or stick the provided return label over the top of the mailing label.**
  - Place items in the bag. Pull the silver strip off the top of the bag and fold over the seal.
  - Drop them off at any Post Office, or return in your mailbox.

![Check it out! LOOK INSIDE!!]

**NEW PUBLICATION SCHEDULE**

The North Central Regional Library Mail Order Catalog will now be published twice per year — in March and September.

ncrl.org/mol
**Book Club Favorites**

**Magpie Murders**  
*by Anthony Horowitz*  
An author’s sudden, suspicious death means that his editor must piece together the ending of his last, unfinished book by interviewing his friends and family, but the book may be related to his death.  
*Order #410856*

**Bear Town**  
*by Fredrik Backman*  
The residents of a declining small town rest their hopes for the future on a junior hockey team that has a shot at winning the upcoming national semi-finals, but a violent act leaves the community in turmoil.  
*Order #464714*

**Crazy Rich Asians**  
*by Kevin Kwan*  
Rachel Chu navigates an obstacle course of old money, new money, nosy relatives, and scheming social climbers when she discovers that her boyfriend is Singapore’s richest and most eligible bachelor.  
*Order #244820*

**This is Your Life, Harriet Chance**  
*by Jonathan Evison*  
When a new widow learns that her recently deceased husband is the winner of a cruise ship vacation, she decides to take the trip with a friend. What she learns about herself while on board changes her forever.  
*Order #350806*

**Little Fires Everywhere**  
*by Celeste Ng*  
A custody battle for a Chinese-American baby tears apart a suburban community and pits the picture-perfect Richardson family against Mia Warren, enigmatic artist and single mother.  
*Order #427936*

**The Chilbury Ladies’ Choir**  
*by Jennifer Ryan*  
During the hardships of World War II, a group of women form a ladies’ choir after their local vicar orders the village church choir to disband. Determined to carry on, the five women form deep bonds through their home-front struggles.  
*Order #406775*

**The Great Alone**  
*by Kristin Hannah*  
A troubled veteran returns home from Vietnam and moves his family to an off-the-grid cabin in Alaska. Can the family survive the harsh northern winter intact?  
*Order #439310*

**Island of a Thousand Mirrors**  
*by Nayomi Munaweera*  
A family saga that chronicles the intertwining fates of two families forever altered by the 30-year Sri Lankan Civil War.  
*Order #283668*
**Artemis**  
*by Andy Weir*  
A spunky, small-time smuggler living on Earth’s first lunar colony must mastermind the heist of her life when she is caught in the middle of a corporate takeover of the settlement.  
**Order #433481**

**The Four Agreements**  
*by Don Miguel Ruiz*  
Drawing inspiration from ancient Toltec wisdom, a shaman, bestselling author, and former surgeon explores how self-limiting beliefs can rob us of joy and how we can transform our lives through a new code of conduct.  
**Order #17928**

**An American Marriage**  
*by Tayari Jones*  
A young African-American couple’s bright future is shattered when one of them is convicted of a crime he did not commit and is sentenced to 12 years in prison.  
**Order #445487**

**The Oregon Trail**  
*by Rinker Buck*  
Journalist Rinker Buck gives an epic account of his four-month journey along the 2,000 mile Oregon Trail in a covered wagon with a team of mules — one hundred years after the trail fell into disuse.  
**Order #340732**

**Behold the Dreamers**  
*by Imbolo Mbue*  
Jende Jonga, a Cameroonian immigrant working as a chauffeur to a Lehman Brothers executive, struggles to hold onto his job and the American dream after the Great Recession collapses the company.  
**Order #382428**

**News of the World**  
*by Paulette Jiles*  
In crooked, Reconstruction era Texas, a retired Civil War Captain escorts a 10-year-old orphan across rough country, fighting off raiders and thieves while making a living as an itinerant news reader along the way.  
**Order #378108**

**Before We Were Yours**  
*by Lisa Wingate*  
A successful prosecutor from a wealthy family questions her parentage after her father’s health crisis. Her journey for answers takes her all the way back to 1939 and a Tennessee Children’s Home Orphanage with a dark secret.  
**Order #421764**

**Braving the Wilderness**  
*by Brené Brown*  
Social scientist Brené Brown offers new insight into how we can live a life of true belonging by finding the courage to be true to ourselves in an era full of increased polarization and “ideological bunkers.”  
**Order #433497**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Order #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABC Pop-Up</strong></td>
<td>by Courtney Watson McCarthy</td>
<td>#435848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blue Rider</strong></td>
<td>by Geraldo Valério</td>
<td>#447820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marie Curie</strong></td>
<td>by Demi</td>
<td>#446690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Are Welcome</strong></td>
<td>by Alexandra Penfold &amp; Suzanne Kaufman</td>
<td>#460424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Breaking News</strong></td>
<td>by Sarah Lynne Reul</td>
<td>#455676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Niblet &amp; Ralph</strong></td>
<td>by Zachariah Ohora</td>
<td>#460443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Big Mooncake for Little Star</strong></td>
<td>by Grace Lin</td>
<td>#463748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joan Procter, Dragon Doctor</strong></td>
<td>by Patricia Valdez</td>
<td>#445005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nothing Stopped Sophie</strong></td>
<td>by Cheryl Bardoe</td>
<td>#453650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
They Say Blue
by Jillian Tamaki
Order #447851

That Bear Can’t Babysit
by Ruth Quayle & Alison Friend
Order #460455

The Turtle Ship
by Helena Ku Rhee
Order #460459

Who Says Women Can’t be Computer Programmers?
by Tanya Lee Stone
Order #446728

Mary Who Wrote Frankenstein
by Linda Bailey
Order #466098

Juno Valentine and the Magical Shoes
by Eva Chen
Order #479171

Giraffe Problems
by Jory John
Order #464181

Pink is for Boys
by Robb Pearlman
Order #455744

Lovely Beasts
by Kate Gardner
Order #466463
**The Dollar Kids**  
_by Jennifer Richard Jacobson_  
After a tragic shooting, a twelve year old comic book artist and his family move to a struggling small town that is giving homes away for one dollar each. Is the Dollar Program too good to be true?  
**ORDER #464163**

**Mockingbird**  
_by Kathryn Erskine_  
A young girl with Asperger’s wrestles with the death of her older brother and mentor in a school shooting. With her father grieving and distraught, she must search for closure on her own.  
**ORDER #210174**

**Stick Cat: Two Cats and a Baby**  
_by Tom Watson_  
With their owners now married, Stick Cat and best friend Edith are finally roommates! Together they face new challenges: baby sitting baby Millie and surviving Grandma Cobb’s visit.  
**ORDER #374861**

**Willa of the Wood**  
_by Robert Beatty_  
A young night-spirit of the Great Smoky Mountains, who is sworn to protect the forest from humans, must rely on ancient powers and the unbreakable bonds of her forest allies to survive when she is stranded in the day-folk world.  
**ORDER #466496**

**Worse, Worser, Wurst**  
_by Nancy Krulik_  
After an evil wizard kidnaps Lester the Jester, Princess Pulverizer launches a rescue mission to free the jester and bring laughter and fun back to the kingdom of Salamistonia.  
**ORDER #454810**

**Mockingbird**  
_by Kathryn Erskine_  
A young girl with Asperger’s wrestles with the death of her older brother and mentor in a school shooting. With her father grieving and distraught, she must search for closure on her own.  
**ORDER #210174**

**Louisiana’s Way Home**  
_by Kate DiCamillo_  
After her flighty grandmother and guardian suddenly decides to move the two of them to a small Georgia town, never to return, Louisiana Elefante searches for a way to return home to her two best friends.  
**ORDER #466462**

**Stick Cat: Two Cats and a Baby**  
_by Tom Watson_  
With their owners now married, Stick Cat and best friend Edith are finally roommates! Together they face new challenges: baby sitting baby Millie and surviving Grandma Cobb’s visit.  
**ORDER #374861**

**Willa of the Wood**  
_by Robert Beatty_  
A young night-spirit of the Great Smoky Mountains, who is sworn to protect the forest from humans, must rely on ancient powers and the unbreakable bonds of her forest allies to survive when she is stranded in the day-folk world.  
**ORDER #466496**

**Squirm**  
_by Carl Hiaasen_  
Billy Dickens discovers the address of his father, who left when he was four. The young boy sets off to Montana to find his dad, hiking a mountain, dodging a grizzly, shooting down a spy drone, and saving an endangered panther along the way.  
**ORDER #465743**

**Worse, Worser, Wurst**  
_by Nancy Krulik_  
After an evil wizard kidnaps Lester the Jester, Princess Pulverizer launches a rescue mission to free the jester and bring laughter and fun back to the kingdom of Salamistonia.  
**ORDER #454810**
**Merci Suárez Changes Gears**  
*by Meg Medina*  
A poor scholarship student at a Florida private school becomes the target of a jealous fellow student while facing her grandfather's illness at home in this coming-of-age tale.  
**Order #466100**

**Look At Me!**  
*by Steve Jenkins & Robin Page*  
A fun look at different ways animals try to get one another's attention and why. From luring in prey, warning off predators, and protecting themselves to attracting a mate — each animal has a remarkable display.  
**Order #453633**

**The Vanderbeekers and the Hidden Garden**  
*by Karina Yan Glaser*  
Hoping to help a neighbor touched by tragedy, the Vanderbeeker kids set out to create the most magical, healing garden in Harlem — despite a locked fence and opposition from a wealthy real estate developer.  
**Order #478165**

**Freddie Ramos Hears It All**  
*by Jacqueline Jules*  
Freddie Ramos loves his new Zapato Power: super hearing! He can listen in on conversations and find hero jobs. Can Freddie find a way to use his power while resisting the temptation to eavesdrop?  
**Order #465653**

**The Ghost of Slappy**  
*by R.L. Stine*  
A brand new Goosebumps story narrated by the most iconic and evil character of the series. Slappy has returned, but this time he's a ghost!  
**Order #463076**

**Life at the Zoo**  
*by Michael George*  
Perfect for budding zoologists and animal-loving kids, this fun book features illuminating, behind-the-scenes photos by a National Geographic photographer.  
**Order #475371**

**The Creature of the Pines**  
*by Adam Gidwitz*  
After joining a secret group of adventurers who protect the world's mythical creatures, Elliot and his new friend Uchenna race to the rescue of a Jersey Devil threatened by two conniving billionaires.  
**Order #453573**

**The Darkdeep**  
*by Ally Condie & Brendan Reichs*  
A group of kids stumbles on a mysterious island in a forbidden cove full of dark curiosities. Strange things happen when they awaken an ancient creature that can detect their wishes, dreams, and deepest secrets.  
**Order #466091**
Young Adults

**And the Ocean Was Our Sky**
by Patrick Ness
The story of *Moby Dick* is turned upside down in this imaginative new tale, as the relentless captain of the Bathesheba pod leads his whales in a war against the world of men.
*Order #476241*

**The Bridge of Clay**
by Markus Zusak
After their father disappears, Clay Dunbar and his four brothers bring each other up on their own terms. As they reckon with the adult world, however, they discover the secret of their father’s departure.
*Order #461464*

**Jacked Up**
by Erica Sage
Following his sister’s death, a young man’s parents ship him off to Jesus camp to sort through his grief, but the counselors dressed as disciples and the Bible-verse song lyrics might just drive him mad.
*Order #476910*

**The Lantern’s Ember**
by Colleen Houck
A watchman who guards a portal leading from Earth to a secret realm of nightmarish creatures must find and capture a young witch after she slips past him. Can he get her back to where she belongs before both worlds descend into chaos?
*Order #474525*

**Light Years**
by Kass Morgan
A motley crew of cadets at an interstellar boarding school must band together if they want to defend their world from a cunning enemy in this new series from the bestselling author of *The 100*.
*Order #476240*

**People Kill People**
by Ellen Hopkins
Political and personal tensions erupt in the lives of six teens during one intense week that reaches its climax when someone fires a fatal gunshot. A complex, provocative story about gun violence and white supremacy.
*Order #466966*

**Sadie**
by Courtney Summers
After raising her younger sister Mattie on her own in a forgotten small town, Sadie’s world crumbles when Mattie is found dead. The teen sets out for revenge after the police botch the investigation.
*Order #472883*

**What if It’s Us**
by Becky Albertalli & Adam Silvera
Two young men who meet in New York City and fall into a complicated on-again off-again romance wonder whether the universe is pushing them together or pulling them apart?
*Order #473534*
**Into the Bright Unknown**
*by Rae Carson*
A young woman with the magical ability to sense precious metals, leads her family to the California gold fields, but the family’s new-found wealth makes them the target of a rival with magical powers of her own.  
**Order #449317**

**Swing**
*by Kwame Alexander*
Two best friends navigate their junior year of high school, first love, baseball, and “cool” in a world full of social challenges and racial prejudice. Told in Alexander’s signature free-verse.  
**Order #480140**

**For a Muse of Fire**
*by Heidi Heilig*
A young woman with forbidden powers and a hidden illness seeks a spot as a shadow player aboard a mad emperor’s ship where — rumor has it — he keeps a spring of water with healing powers.  
**Order #475078**

**Saints and Misfits**
*by S.K. Ali*
Fifteen-year-old Janna Yusuf tries to make sense of the events following an attempted assault on her by her best friend’s cousin, who is also a holy star of her Muslim community.  
**Order #425581**

**Mortal Engines**
*by Philip Reeve*
In the distant future, when cities move about and consume smaller towns, a fifteen-year-old apprentice is pushed out of London by the man he most admires and must seek answers in the perilous Out-Country.  
**Order #445716**

**Goodbye Days**
*by Jeff Zentner*
Guilt haunts Carver Briggs after an accident claims the lives of three friends. The possibility of a criminal investigation hangs over the young man’s head while his late friends’ relatives reach out to him for comfort.  
**Order #409316**

**The Inexplicable Logic of My Life**
*by Benjamin Alire Sáenz*
A young man who was adopted as a child struggles with his identity and sense of belonging as he enters his senior year in high school.  
**Order #409320**

**Picture Us in the Light**
*by Kelly Loy Gilbert*
As Danny Cheng prepares for college and a future career as an artist, he wrestles with the aftermath of tragedy and uncovers a troubling family secret his parents have been keeping from him.  
**Order #458373**
**Bitter Orange**  
*by Claire Fuller*  
A lonely architect is befriended by a hedonistic young couple while working in a decaying mansion in the English countryside. She soon learns that her new friends are not what they seem.  
**Order #474561**

**Fire & Blood**  
*by George R. R. Martin*  
Set 300 years before the events of *A Game of Thrones*, this history of Westeros recounts the story of the House of Targaryen, the only family of dragon lords to survive the Doom of Valyria.  
**Order #474554**

**The Dream Daughter**  
*by Diane Chamberlain*  
After a young Vietnam War widow discovers that her unborn child has an incurable heart defect, her physicist brother-in-law suggests a solution that pushes the boundaries of faith and science.  
**Order #469059**

**Washington Black**  
*by Esi Edugyan*  
An eleven-year-old field slave works for an eccentric naturalist, explorer, inventor, and abolitionist who shows the boy a new world of possibility, but their lives are changed forever when the boy is accused of murder.  
**Order #458944**

**The Enemy of My Enemy**  
*by W.E.B. Griffin*  
When two Nazi war criminals mysteriously escape from custody, Cronley must emerge from hiding to track them down again. Can he thwart Odessa’s plan to build the Fourth Reich with Heinrich Himmler’s secret fortune?  
**Order #468636**

**The Perfect Nanny**  
*by Leila Slimani*  
A French-Moroccan professional couple finds that their nanny is too good to be true when her devotion to their children spirals into a psychologically charged cycle of jealousy, resentment, and violence.  
**Order #444616**

**Red, White, Blue**  
*by Lea Carpenter*  
The daughter of a New York City banker discovers that her father was leading a secret, double life after the man dies in a mysterious skiing accident, launching her into a desperate search for the truth.  
**Order #465039**

**Milkman**  
*by Anna Burns*  
A bookish middle sister suddenly becomes interesting when a local paramilitary man known as the Milkman begins to pursue her. Desperate to hide the entanglement from her mother, she is soon beset by rumors and threats of violence.  
**Order #476159**
**Nine Perfect Strangers**
by Liane Moriarty
A struggling romance novelist seeks rest and rejuvenation at a remote health spa, but discovers that there is more to her fellow guests and the charismatic director of the resort than meets the eye.

**Order #472539**

---

**Pandemic**
by Robin Cook
While investigating the sudden death of a healthy young woman, a medical examiner is drawn into the world of gene-editing biotechnology and the dangerous underbelly of the organ transplant market.

**Order #468655**

---

**Every Note Played**
by Lisa Genova
The estranged wife of an accomplished concert pianist becomes a reluctant caretaker after her husband contracts ALS and can no longer live on his own due to increasing paralysis.

**Order #448553**

---

**Transcription**
by Kate Atkinson
A BBC producer who monitored fascist sympathizers for MI-5 during World War II is drawn back into the world of espionage, betrayal, and danger as figures from her past threaten her life ten years later.

**Order #468674**

---

**Trinity**
by Louisa Hall
In a novel that blends science, biography, literature, and fiction, a diverse set of narrators tells the story of the brilliant, enigmatic, and often contradictory Robert Oppenheimer, father of the atomic bomb.

**Order #475423**

---

**Unsheltered**
by Barbara Kingsolver
A dilapidated house connects two families a century apart in this dual narrative about a responsible couple facing financial destitution and a science teacher who is reviled for telling the truth.

**Order #468759**

---

**Virgil Wander**
by Leif Enger
A small town cinema owner loses his memory after an accident plunges his car into Lake Superior. Both he and his broken Midwest town are revitalized with the help of a stranger looking for a long-lost son.

**Order #473507**

---

**My Sister, the Serial Killer**
by Oyinkan Braithwaite
In this darkly funny novel, Korede’s younger sister Ayoola has the bad habit of killing off her boyfriends. When a handsome doctor that Korede admires asks for her sister’s number, Korede must reckon with what her sister has become.

**Order #477908**

---

ncrl.org/mol
**Alaskan Holiday**
*by Debbie Macomber*
An aspiring chef lands her dream job in Seattle, but is then stranded in Alaska for the winter. Can some Christmas magic help her reconcile her career dreams with her growing affection for one of the locals?
**ORDER #469041**

**Caught**
*by Christina J. Michaels*
An heiress with impeccable breeding finds herself in the middle of a scandal when a handsome viscount rescues her from assault. The two find themselves drawn together, but if they marry for love they risk losing her fortune.
**ORDER #475174**

**Cowboy Honor**
*by Carolyn Brown*
A Texas cowboy offers Claire Mason and her four-year-old niece shelter during a blizzard after their SUV crashes. What starts off as an awkward situation becomes cozier by the minute as the two adults fall for one another.
**ORDER #479202**

**Every Breath**
*by Nicholas Sparks*
A man from Zimbabwe seeking answers to the mysteries of his mother’s early life and a woman dealing with her father’s ALS diagnosis cross paths in Sunset Beach, North Carolina and form a sudden and surprising connection.
**ORDER #470756**

**The Governess Game**
*by Tessa Dare*
A governess is determined to reform her rakish employer—the infamous Chase Reynaud, heir to a dukedom and guardian of two orphan girls—but the libertine wants to teach her a lesson in pleasure.
**ORDER #476236**

**Hidden**
*by Rebecca Zanetti*
Mysterious forces bring together two strangers on the run in this sizzling suspense romance about a young woman recently escaped from a cult and an ex-cop hiding out after an undercover assignment in the mafia.
**ORDER #475435**

**Intercepted**
*by Alexa Martin*
After her NFL-star boyfriend of ten years betrays her with other women, Marlee vows never to date an athlete again. Hotshot quarterback and old flame Gavin Pope has other ideas.
**ORDER #465334**

**Last Night with the Earl**
*by Kelly Bowen*
Presumed dead following the Battle of Waterloo, an earl, war hero, and reformed rake returns to his country home to hide his scars. There he encounters a young woman whom he betrayed in his youth. The tension between the two is electric.
**ORDER #474563**
**A Nice Day for a Cowboy Wedding**  
*by Nicole Helm*  
Shane Tyler is determined to stop his mother’s wedding to a gold-digging younger man, but his plans to sabotage the ceremony run into complications when he falls for his mom’s wedding planner.  
**Order #472372**

**Why Not Tonight**  
*by Susan Mallery*  
Reclusive glass artist Ronan Mitchell and gallery owner Natalie Kaleta are thrown together when a mud slide traps them together in Ronan’s mountain home. Will Ronan allow Natalie into his damaged heart?  
**Order #470189**

**The Proposal**  
*by Jasmine Guillory*  
After her boyfriend of only five months unexpectedly proposes in front of thousands of people at a Dodgers game, Nikole Patterson’s social media blows up when her rejection of the proposal goes viral.  
**Order #475266**

**Wild on the Mind**  
*by Laurel Kerr*  
When Katie Underwood finds a litter of newborn cougar cubs, her old high school crush and nemesis—who is now the owner of a zoo—comes to the rescue. The two feel an instant connection, but can Bowie break through Katie’s barriers?  
**Order #475427**

**Take a Chance**  
*by Shelley Shepard Gray*  
Ignoring her own no-dating-parents policy, a dedicated teacher falls for the guardian (and rugged older brother) of a student after the teen gets in trouble for fighting.  
**Order #472374**

**Josh & Hazel’s Guide to Not Dating**  
*by Christina Lauren*  
After ten years of friendship and several failed relationships apiece, Josh and Hazel become romantically involved, but they insist that they are NOT dating — no matter how often they end up in bed together.  
**Order #469528**

**Untamed Cowboy**  
*by Maisey Yates*  
Kaylee tries to keep her feelings for a co-worker at the local veterinary clinic hidden away, but one unguarded moment changes everything. Will the two find lasting love or will a surprise revelation from the young man’s past come between them?  
**Order #459702**

**Big Bad Cowboy**  
*by Carly Bloom*  
After fleeing Big Verde, Texas with a broken heart, Travis Blake is drawn back from Austin to care for his five-year-old nephew. Soon a sexy and irresistible business competitor interrupts his plan to sell the family ranch and escape back to Austin.  
**Order #477906**
**Religious Fiction**

**Everything She Didn’t Say**
by Jane Kirkpatrick
A woman who spent 25 years traveling the American West with her husband decides to rewrite her memoirs ten years later — this time including what was really on her mind during all those years.
**Order #467060**

**The Love Letter**
by Rachel Hauck
An actress trying to resurrect her career takes on the romantic lead in a movie. The role forges a unique bond between the leading lady and the screen writer, whose family history inspired the script.
**Order #465506**

**Ours for a Season**
by Kim Vogel Sawyer
A young Mennonite couple struggling with infertility seek a new life away from their Old Order community. Their faith is tested even more when they face moral dilemmas and life-changing diagnoses in their new home.
**Order #475098**

**Who I Am with You**
by Robin Lee Hatcher
A pregnant, grieving widow and a politician unfairly tarnished by false media headlines help one another find comfort and healing in Hope Springs, Idaho.
**Order #476237**

**Freedom’s Light**
by Colleen Coble
A young widow, still tending her husband’s lighthouse following his death, falls in love with a Tory sea captain after his ship goes down near her light on the coast of Revolutionary War Massachusetts.
**Order #468334**

**The House on Foster Hill**
by Jaime Jo Wright
Two years after her husband’s suspicious death, a widow purchases an old abandoned house in her grandfather’s hometown, sight unseen, but she soon discovers that her new home has a dark history.
**Order #477374**

**When We Were Young**
by Karen Kingsbury
Noah and Emily decide to divorce over Noah’s obsession with social media, but Noah gets a Scrooge-like glimpse of the consequences when he wakes up the next morning to discover that it is twenty years later.
**Order #470711**

**The Man He Never Was**
by James L. Rubart
A man with a raging temper vanishes for eight months and then mysteriously returns to his family a radically different person — with no memory of where he has been or why he is no longer the angry, explosive person he used to be.
**Order #458732**
**This Is the Day**
*by Tim Tebow*
With stories from his personal life to inspire and motivate, the Heisman-winning football player offers insight into how to quiet the voices of defeat and step forward to make your dreams happen.
*ORDER #468671*

**Gathering of Sisters**
*by Darla Weaver*
Darla Weaver opens up about life in her Old Order Mennonite community where once a week she and her sisters gather together on the farm where they grew up to spend the day enjoying each other’s company and building connections.
*ORDER #479201*

**God in the Qur’an**
*by Jack Miles*
Setting passages from the Hebrew Bible, the New Testament, and the Qur’an side by side, an acclaimed religious scholar illuminates Allah and his teachings in order to dispel current misconceptions about Islam.
*ORDER #472750*

**It’s Not Supposed to be This Way**
*by Lysa Terkeurst*
Hope and advice on how to make it through shattering circumstances and an invitation to look at disappointments as divine appointments that catapult our souls into radical encounters with God.
*ORDER #475510*

**The Third Option**
*by Miles McPherson*
A prominent pastor speaks out about the pervasive racial divisions in today’s culture and argues that we must learn to see people not by the color of their skin, but as humans created in the image of God.
*ORDER #479198*

**Walk On**
*by Ben Malcolmson*
A journalist recounts his story of faith and how he stumbled into a year-long stint as a wide-receiver on a championship team and then went on to become the assistant to Seahawks Coach Pete Carrol.
*ORDER #467374*

**Hope and Other Superpowers**
*by John Pavlovitz*
A pastor, blogger, and activist offers insight into how ordinary people can be heroes in this age of vitriol and division by tapping into the superpowers of empathy, kindness, compassion, and gratitude.
*ORDER #479199*

**Witness: Lessons from Elie Wiesel’s Classroom**
*by Ariel Burger*
In this memoir, a former student and teaching assistant of Elie Wiesel offers a unique perspective on the life of the Holocaust survivor and beloved author of *Night* who taught at Boston University for forty years.
*ORDER #479195*
**Mystery**

**The Antiquities Hunter**
by Maya Kaathryn Bohnhoff
A San Francisco private investigator goes undercover in the illegal antiquities trade to find out who is trying to scare a friend out of testifying in an upcoming court case on looted Anasazi artifacts.
*Order #475109*

**An Easy Death**
by Charlaine Harris
A gun slinging mercenary guides a pair of Russian wizards through the border towns near Mexico to hunt for a low-level magician whose blood has healing powers.
*Order #469061*

**Big Sister**
by Gunnar Staalesen
A woman walks into PI Varg Veum’s office, introduces herself as his half-sister, and asks him to find her missing goddaughter. His investigation leads him to a gang of extreme bikers, the dark web, and his own hazy past.
*Order #475100*

**Eggs on Ice**
by Laura Childs
After a hated attorney is murdered while rehearsing the part of Ebenezer Scrooge in a small town play, the ladies of the Cackleberry Club sift through the long list of suspects, hoping to find the killer before he strikes again.
*Order #468633*

**A Borrowing of Bones**
by Paula Munier
A former military police officer and her bomb-sniffing dog Elvis return home from deployment. On a hike in the Vermont wilderness, the two stumble on some explosives, a squalling baby, and a shallow grave full of human bones.
*Order #465001*

**The Dead Ringer**
by M.C. Beaton
Agatha Raisin investigates the two-year-old disappearance of a local heiress who is the fiancé of a dashing local bishop, but things get dangerous when bodies start dropping in the idyllic Cotswolds village of Thirk Magna.
*Order #469055*

**A Forgotten Place**
by Charles Todd
World War I is over and nurse Bess Crawford cares for disabled veterans at a Welsh clinic. When an Army Captain connected with her patients goes missing, Bess risks her own life to find him.
*Order #471191*

**Kingdom of the Blind**
by Louise Penny
Former Chief Inspector Gamache faces an investigation into the events that led to his suspension while a woman he has never met names him as one of the executors of her bizarre will.
*Order #472526*
Lies
by T.M. Logan
A happily married man finds that his life was based on lies when he catches his wife at a hotel with another man. When his wife’s lover disappears, he finds himself under suspicion, caught in a dangerous web of lies.

ORDER #468647

Murder at the Mill
by M.B. Shaw
After her marriage crumbles, an artist retreats to a picture-perfect Hampshire village, but when a body is found at the home of a celebrated crime writer, she enters a world of gossip, buried secrets, and murder.

ORDER #468652

Murder by Suggestion
by Veronica Heley
Diana and a group of other bored wives amuse themselves by joking about ways to kill their husbands. When one of the men actually turns up dead — from Diana’s murder method of choice — is accused of the crime.

ORDER #475425

Silver Anniversary Murder
by Leslie Meier
Twenty-five years after her own wedding, beloved sleuth Lucy Stone investigates the death of her long-lost maid of honor, crisscrossing New York on the trail of her friend’s four suspicious ex-husbands.

ORDER #468664

Tailspin
by Sandra Brown
A fearless “freight dog” cargo pilot races to deliver a mysterious black box to a Dr. Lambert in a fogbound Georgia town, but saboteurs, law enforcement, and hired thugs are all pursuing his suspicious cargo.

ORDER #463593

The Other Wife
by Michael Robotham
Joe O’Loughlin investigates a surprising attack on his supposedly straight-laced father when he discovers a strange woman crying at his Dad’s hospital bedside. Is she friend, mistress, fantasist, or killer?

ORDER #477372

When the Lights Go Out
by Mary Kubica
A young woman trying to put her life back together after caring for her terminally ill mother discovers that her social security number belongs to a deceased child. The deeper she digs into her mother’s past, the more her own sense of self unravels.

ORDER #458951
**Whiskey When We're Dry**  
_by John Larison_  
When her parents die and leave her an orphan, a young woman disguises herself as a boy and sets off on a dangerous quest to find her outlaw brother and bring him home to help with the family homestead.  
**Order #467616**

**Depth of Winter**  
_by Craig Johnson_  
Walt Longmire races into the Mexican desert alone after his daughter is kidnapped by a drug cartel, hoping to rescue her before her abductors auction her off to his worst enemies.  
**Order #465144**

**Last Ride**  
_by G. Michael Hopf_  
A girl seeking purpose, a boy hell-bent on revenge, and an old bounty hunter on his last ride join forces to capture the son of a powerful land baron after the young man murders a woman in a small Montana town.  
**Order #480136**

**Grizzly Killer: Hell Hath No Fury**  
_by Lane R. Warenski_  
Zach Connors, known throughout the Rockies as the Grizzly Killer, battles marauding Blackfeet, starvation, cold, renegades, killers, and thieves after his wife and sister-in-law are kidnapped.  
**Order #480135**

**Right Between the Eyes**  
_by William W. Johnstone_  
The marshal of a frontier boomtown navigates saloon fights, violent shoot outs, and a mysterious threat from his past as a young man fresh from prison hits town, claiming that he was wrongfully convicted of embezzling from the local mine.  
**Order #477680**

**Improbable Fortunes**  
_by Jeffrey Price_  
After a suspicious mudslide wipes out Main Street, the retiring sheriff of a Colorado mining town investigates the murder of a wealthy luminary, whose young wife was having an affair with the chief suspect.  
**Order #478683**

**Hard Ride**  
_by Elmer Kelton_  
A gritty collection of tales filled with vivid characters, including a rodeo clown seeking redemption via romance, an outlaw helping desperate ranchers seize justice, a lady bandit, and a judge’s daughter determined to end local mob rule.  
**Order #479226**

**Out West**  
_by Mark Huenemann_  
A collection of short stories about the extraordinary frontier lives of the ranchers, cowboys, lawmen, outlaws, merchants, farmers, teachers, and preachers who answered the siren call of the American West.  
**Order #479228**
**SPRINGFIELD 1880**  
by William W. Johnstone  
After his traitorous Captain steals four wagonloads of munitions, Lieutenant Holden races to stop the man from selling the weapons to the highest bidder before it’s too late.  
ORDER #480244

**The Sisters Brothers**  
by Patrick DeWitt  
A young outlaw questions his way of life after he and his brother are hired by a mysterious and enigmatic Commodore to kill the owner of a gold-mining claim outside of Sacramento, California.  
ORDER #189405

**Kill Slade**  
by Victor Alvarez  
After the infamous Hatcher brothers break into his house, kill his wife, and leave him for dead, Slade sets out on an epic journey of revenge that takes him all the way to the Texas Rangers.  
ORDER #479227

**Incredible Cowboy Stories**  
by Veronica Alvarado  
A collection of cowboy stories set in the hot deserts of Texas, the frigid cold of Rocky Mountain peaks, and the wide and wild range of the old West from authors such as Mark Twain, Zane Gray, and Max Brand.  
ORDER #478687

**Adobe Moon**  
by Mark Warren  
Book one in a trilogy of historical fiction about Wyatt Earp: farmer, freight hauler, stage driver, railroad wrangler, wood splitter, accused horse thief, brothel bouncer, ambler, and — most famously — lawman.  
ORDER #478682

**Wild Justice**  
by Loren D. Estleman  
As Deputy U.S. Marshal Page Murdock escorts the body of Judge Harlan Blackthorne across the continent by rail, he reflects on the years of triumph and tragedy the two faced together while bringing justice to the wilderness.  
ORDER #478686

**Silver City**  
by Jeff Guinn  
Reluctant frontier battle hero Cash McLendon searches for his fiancée when a crooked business man (who is also his former father-in-law) hires an outlaw to kidnap her.  
ORDER #478685

**Tears of Sorrow**  
by D.A. Swanson  
A Dakota family fleeing the white backlash following the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862 settles in the Black Hills, linking their fortunes to those of the Miniconjou Lakota band of Lone Horne along with Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse, and Red Cloud.  
ORDER #479225
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**City of Lies**  
by Sam Hawke  
An expert in poisons and chemicals, who is trained to protect the Chancellor’s family, must save the heir to the throne after the boy’s father succumbs to an unknown poison and an army attacks the city.  
**Order #456383**

**The Changeling**  
by Victor LaValle  
When his wife commits a horrific act and disappears with their newborn child, Apollo Kagwa sets off on a quest to find his family, wrestling with his own mysterious past and a series of strange, recurring dreams from his childhood.  
**Order #476896**

**Book of M**  
by Peng Shepherd  
In a dangerous near-future world where a strange illness robs the afflicted of their shadows and their memories while bestowing strange powers on them, Ory and his wife Max face uncertainty when Max contracts the disease.  
**Order #454936**

**Siege of Stone**  
by Terry Goodkind  
The Nicci Chronicles continue as the Sorceress Nicci, the Wizard Rathan Rahl, and the young swordsman Bannon defend Ildakar against an ancient army of half-stone soldiers awakened by the capricious wizard commander Maxim.  
**Order #468662**

**The Fall of Gondolin**  
by J.R.R. Tolkien  
One of three major tales of the elder days of Middle Earth, this volume recounts the story of the hidden city of Gondolin, founded by the Noldorin Elves who fled from Valinor to Middle Earth after rebelling against the rule of the gods.  
**Order #466206**

**City of Broken Magic**  
by Mirah Bolender  
An elite team of non-magical humans, known as sweepers, risk their lives to defuse and dispose of erratic, 500-year-old weapons that consume magic along with everything else around them.  
**Order #477907**

**The Grey Bastards**  
by Jonathan French  
Jackal unearths an ancient threat while attempting to overthrow the tyrannical founder of the Grey Bastards, a group of hard-talking half-orcs who patrol the Lot Lands in order to keep civilized folk safe.  
*Mad Max meets The Lord of the Rings.*  
**Order #468640**

**Timeless**  
by R.A. Salvatore  
This prequel to the *Forgotten Realms* series delves into the history of dark elf Drizzt Do’Urden’s family and the alliance between Zaknafein and Jarlaxle as the Spider Queen unleashes demons onto the people of the surface world.  
**Order #467045**
**Resistant**  
_by Rachael Sparks_  
In a future world where drug-resistant bacteria have killed millions, a young woman whose blood holds the key to a cure flees government scientists who wish to sell the cure to the highest bidder.  
**ORDER #477926**

**Priest of Bones**  
_by Peter McLean_  
An army priest newly returned from war must fight new battles at home when he discovers that an infiltrator has taken over his crime empire in this medieval fantasy blend of soldiers, gangsters, and magic.  
**ORDER #477921**

**Rosewater**  
_by Tade Thompson_  
A government agent with a criminal past puts his life at risk after gaining entrance into a mysterious alien biodome in Nigeria that is rumored to contain healing powers.  
**ORDER #397513**

**State Tectonics**  
_by Malka Older_  
As an election approaches, unknown enemies attack the global microdemocracy's network infrastructure, but agents tasked with defending the governing world-wide data monopoly question whether it’s worth saving.  
**ORDER #478684**

**Blackfish City**  
_by Sam J. Miller_  
In a floating city engineered with sustainable energy in the Arctic Circle after climate wars decimated the planet, four people band together with a strange new visitor after crime and corruption threaten their home.  
**ORDER #463376**

**Black Star Renegades**  
_by Michael Moreci_  
After a powerful weapon falls into his hands, Cade Sura reluctantly joins forces with a band of rebels determined to prevent the evil Praxis kingdom and its fanatical overlord Ga Halle from taking over the galaxy.  
**ORDER #446554**

**The Calculating Stars**  
_by Mary Robinette Kowal_  
After a meteorite obliterates the East Coast, igniting a cataclysm that will soon render the earth inhabitable, a group of scientists accelerates its efforts to colonize space while Elma York seeks to join them as the first female astronaut.  
**ORDER #461026**

**Severance**  
_by Ling Ma_  
After a plague decimates the planet, the lone survivor of New York photographs and documents the destruction as the anonymous blogger NY Ghost, until a group of other survivors invites her to join them as they start society anew.  
**ORDER #458923**
**Blame This on the Boogie**
*by Rina Ayuyang*
The true story of how Hollywood musicals became a therapeutic distraction that helped a Filipino-American girl deal with cultural differences, school, depression, and the challenges of parenthood.
*Order #469780*

**Anne Franks' Diary: The Graphic Adaptation**
*by Ari Folman*
Remaining faithful to Anne's original diary and including quotations from the definitive edition, this book's stunning illustrations add layers of visual meaning to a beloved classic of Holocaust literature.
*Order #470138*

**Check Please!**
*by Ngozi Ukazu*
A former junior figure skating champion, vlogger extraordinaire, and talented pâtissier joins the Samwell University hockey team during his freshman year while he tackles all the challenges and excitement of college life.
*Order #470250*

**I Am Young**
*by M. Dean*
A collection of tales revolving around one central story about two teens who meet and fall in love at a Beatles concert in Scotland in 1964 and whose relationship mirrors the career of their favorite band.
*Order #479196*

**The Vision**
*by Tom King*
Vision, the android Avenger, revisits the lab where Ultron created him in order to build himself a family. Vision's new wife and twin teenagers all share his powers — as well as his unrelenting desire to be ordinary.
*Order #458775*

**Home After Dark**
*by David Small*
In this literary tour-de-force about the brutality of adolescence in the 1950s, thirteen-year-old Russell Pruitt follows his booze-swilling father to California after his mother abandons him.
*Order #461839*

**Lumberjanes, Vol. 4**
*by Noelle Stevenson*
It's all hands on deck as the High Council comes to camp for inspection, a marauding roc threatens the Grand Lodge, and a mysterious creature petrifies scouts.
*Order #463197*

**The Prince and the Dressmaker**
*by Jen Wang*
In Paris at the dawn of the modern age, a young prince leads a secret double life as the fabulous Lady Crystallia, the hottest fashion icon in the fashion capitol of the world.
*Order #449939*
**Dead Weight**
*by Terry Blas*
A group of overweight teens meets at a weight-loss camp deep in the Oregon wilderness where they must all band together to solve a mystery after a beloved counselor is found murdered.
*Order #470970*

**Akissi: Tales of Mischief**
*by Marguerite Abouet*
The adventurous Akissi defends her fish from thieving neighborhood cats, rescues her little monkey Boubou from the frying pan, and pesters her older brother Fofana with all of her mischievous silliness.
*Order #453539*

**Noodleheads Find Something Fishy**
*by Tedd Arnold*
A fun and wacky comic-style series from the author of *Fly Guy* about Mac and Mac, two noodlehead brothers who are outwitted by a school of super-smart fish.
*Order #480255*

**Phoebe and Her Unicorn in Unicorn Theater**
*by Dana Simpson*
Phoebe can't wait for some quality time at drama camp with her best friend, the unicorn Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, but then Marigold invites her sister, Florence Unfortunate Nostrils, to join them.
*Order #453440*

**Amulet: Supernova**
*by Kazu Kibuishi*
Emily has lost control of her Amulet and is imprisoned in the Void while Navin travels to Lighthouse One, a space station where the resistance is preparing to battle the approaching Shadow forces.
*Order #468568*

**Cucumber Quest: The Flower Kingdom**
*by Gigi D.G.*
In a kingdom with no royalty, a nerdy magician and his heroic sister must find seven princesses to autograph the Dream Sword in order to defeat the Nightmare Knight.
*Order #466090*

**The Backstagers and the Ghost Light**
*by Andy Mientus*
As St. Genesius Prep prepares for a production of *Phantasm*, a ghost is unleashed in the theater and the Backstagers must find out what's haunting the theater before it's too late to save the show.
*Order #469258*

**Sanity & Tallulah**
*by Molly Brooks*
Two best friends living on a dilapidated space station must work together to save their home after one of the girls creates an illegal, three-headed kitten in a lab and the creature escapes to wreak havoc on the station.
*Order #469354*
**Blood Communion**
by Anne Rice

*The Vampire Chronicles* series continues with the spellbinding story of the formation of the Blood Communion and Prince Lestat’s rise to power over the vampire world.

**Order #470192**

---

**From the Corner of the Oval: A Memoir**
by Beck Dorey-Stein

An inside look at the White House from a young woman who went from working 5 part-time jobs to serving in the Oval Office as one of President Obama’s stenographers after answering an ad on Craigslist.

**Order #476904**

---

**Robert B. Parker’s Colorblind**
by Robert B. Parker

Back on the job after a stint in rehab, Chief Jesse Stone investigates a series of racially-motivated crimes, including the murder of an African-American woman and the frame-up of his own deputy.

**Order #476901**

---

**Dear Mrs. Bird**
by A.J. Pearce

In World War II London, a young woman dreams of being a war correspondent, but inadvertently becomes a secret advice columnist instead. Great for fans of *The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society*.

**Order #476907**

---

**Field of Bones**
by J.A. Jance

Sheriff Joanna Brady’s maternity leave is cut short when a serial homicide case erupts in Cochise County. Filled with small town charm, vivid history, and intriguing mystery against the backdrop of the scenic Arizona desert.

**Order #472446**

---

**Rising Out of Hatred**
by Eli Saslow

The true story of a young, prominent white nationalist and a godson of David Duke who disavowed his beliefs after encountering diverse ideas and viewpoints in college.

**Order #476908**

---

**The Late Bloomers’ Club**
by Louise Miller

Two sisters inherit property from their small town’s beloved cake lady, Peggy Johnson. When they discover that Peggy was in the process of selling the land to a big-box developer, the two sisters face a difficult decision.

**Order #476906**

---

**Liar’s Paradox**
by Taylor Stevens

Two twenty-six-year-old twins trained in espionage since childhood search for their missing mother after her off-the-grid safe house explodes. The twisted trail leads from the CIA to the KGB and an underground network of global assassins.

**Order #480307**
**A Willing Murder**  
*by Jude Deveraux*  
A retired romance novelist digs into the mystery behind two skeletons unearthed in her Florida hometown, but the rest of the town is eager to keep the secret under wraps.  
**Order #476903**

**Dark Sacred Night**  
*by Michael Connelly*  
LAPD Detective Renée Ballard teams up with Harry Bosch on a cold case involving a murdered fifteen-year-old runaway after she catches the retired detective rifling through department records late at night.  
**Order #476902**

**Where the Crawdads Sing**  
*by Delia Owens*  
Scorned by the locals for her unorthodox upbringing and lifestyle, a sensitive and intelligent young recluse known as the “Marsh Girl” is suspected of murder when a young man is found dead.  
**Order #465056**

**Leadership in Turbulent Times**  
*by Doris Kearns Goodwin*  
A seasoned presidential historian explores the quality of leadership, drawing insight from the lives of Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Lyndon B. Johnson.  
**Order #475904**

**Once a Scoundrel**  
*by Mary Jo Putney*  
A disgraced former Royal Navy captain who has been disowned by his family is hired to ransom the beautiful daughter of an earl after Barbary pirates kidnap the irresistible young heiress.  
**Order #479190**

**How to Change Your Mind**  
*by Michael Pollan*  
In this unique blend of science, memoir, history, and medicine, a bestselling author investigates the increasing use of psychedelics to treat difficult conditions such as depression, addiction, and anxiety.  
**Order #479189**

**They Fought Alone**  
*by Charles Glass*  
The true story of two brothers and British Special Operations Executive officers who parachuted into Nazi-occupied Europe during World War II to organize the resistance against the German occupation of France.  
**Order #476905**

**The Great Believers**  
*by Rebeca Makkai*  
In a tale that stretches from 1980s Chicago to modern day Paris, an art gallery development director and a woman searching for her estranged daughter grapple with the devastation of the Aids epidemic.  
**Order #479188**
Non-Fiction

12 Rules for Life  
by Jordan B. Peterson  
Drawing from the wisdom of ancient tradition and cutting-edge scientific research, a renowned psychologist presents twelve simple guidelines for navigating modern life.  
Order #449398

The Battle of Arnhem  
by Antony Beevor  
Relying on sources from Dutch, British, American, Polish, and German archives, a military historian recounts the “heroic failure” of the Battle of Arnhem in which the allies sought to end World War II by capturing Lower Rhine bridges.  
Order #476209

Bake from Scratch, Vol. 2  
by Brian Hart Hoffman  
Learn to bake artisan goods at home with this collection of recipes from the award-winning Bake from Scratch magazine, featuring hot cross buns, coffee cakes, grilled South African breads, and more.  
Order #467485

Cook Like a Pro  
by Ina Garten  
Ina Garten shares a brand-new collection of recipes, tips, and techniques, so that readers can cook with confidence no matter how much experience they have in the kitchen.  
Order #472784

Did You Just Eat That?  
by Paul Dawson & Brian Sheldon  
Two food scientists reveal surprising answers to the weirdest and most frequently debated questions about food and germs. Sure to satisfy anyone who has ever wondered: Should I really eat that?  
Order #476216

The Ever Curious Gardener  
by Lee Reich  
An acclaimed gardener and scientist explores the scientific wonders of plants and soil, including practical guidance on topics like composting, pruning, and maximizing the flavor and nutrition of produce.  
Order #479200

Why We Dream  
by Alice Robb  
A fresh, revelatory foray into the new science of dreams — how they work, what they’re for, and how we can reap the benefits of our own nocturnal lives.  
Order #478698

Girl, Wash Your Face  
by Rachel Hollis  
Rachel Hollis, internet sensation and founder of TheChicSite.com, offers a challenging and inspiring book that exposes the twenty lies and misconceptions that hold us back from living joyful, productive lives.  
Order #456981
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**Brother Beast**  
by A. Greimann Carlson  
Teague Sullivan, a "normal" 11-year-old boy, slides into a Chinese mythological world to free himself and his brother from Gong Gong, the evil white dragon of Chu, bearer of grief and ice.  
**ORDER #468541**

**The Honest Truth**  
by Dan Gemeinhart  
A young boy with a terminal diagnosis runs away from home with a camera, a notebook, his dog, and a plan to climb to the top of Mount Rainier — even if it’s the last thing he ever does.  
**ORDER #355278**

**Polar Opposites**  
by Erik Brooks  
A BIG polar bear from the Arctic and a tiny penguin from the Antarctic — each with a polar opposite personality — find a way to meet in the middle in this vibrantly illustrated children’s picture book.  
**ORDER #150001**

**Midnight at the Bright Ideas Bookstore**  
by Matthew Sullivan  
When a regular patron of her bookstore commits suicide in the store’s upper room, clerk Lydia Smith must confront the mystery of the man’s death along with the secrets of her own dark past.  
**ORDER #421542**

**Inhibited**  
by Cerynn McCain  
In a fantasy world ruled by a sadistic general, a young Àraid woman with special powers lives in hiding among humans until forces beyond her control force her to take on her late mother’s royal mantle.  
**ORDER #454046**

**Through the Second Skin**  
by Derek Sheffield  
Northwest poet Derek Sheffield’s first collection of lyric poems explores themes of reflection, humanity, middle ground, and distances approached but not yet reached.  
**ORDER #227242**

**Last Chief Standing**  
by Wendell George  
Wendell George, a member of the Entiat tribe and the great grandson of Chief Chilcosahaskt, tells the moving story of seven generations of his family, who were forcibly moved from their ancestral lands to the Colville Reservation.  
**ORDER #207405**

**Serpent in the Heather**  
by Kay Kenyon  
In this sequel to *At the Table of Wolves*, Kim Tavistock goes undercover at a remote Welsh castle to hunt a serial killer with Nazi ties and a morbid taste for ritual killing.  
**ORDER #454738**
**Whiskey**  
*by Bruce Holbert*  
Andre and Smoker, two brothers from Electric City who are struggling with the fallout from their chaotic childhood, join forces after a religious zealot takes off with Smoker’s daughter.  
**Order #446661**

**Painted Rocks**  
*by Kimberly Ann Freel*  
An ambitious and talented teenager with a special gift for painting rocks takes a remarkable journey of discovery from the arms of her dysfunctional family in rural North Central Washington to a life on the streets of Seattle.  
**Order #145698**

**Some Kind of Courage**  
*by Dan Gemeinhart*  
A young boy who has lost his father, mother, and sister to accident and sickness faces down deadly animals, dangerous men and the fury of nature to recover his stolen pony Sarah, the only family he has left.  
**Order #357097**

**The Orchardist**  
*by Amanda Coplin*  
A solitary orchardist shelters two pregnant, runaway teens and collides with his own haunted past in this epic yet intimate haunted work of historical fiction set in the rural Pacific Northwest at the turn of the 20th century.  
**Order #204636**

**The Pint of No Return**  
*by Ellie Alexander*  
A movie star who is in town to film a movie during Oktoberfest is found slumped over the bar in Sloan Krause’s Leavenworth pub. The brew master and amateur sleuth must decide: Was this murder by micro brew or one pint too many?  
**Order #473113**

**Lost Homeland**  
*by E. Richard Hart*  
In this poignant account of treachery, greed, arrogance, compassion, bravery, and pride, noted historian E. Richard Hart tells the story of the Methow Tribe and how they lost their homeland to white settlement.  
**Order #436490**

**Moses Coulee**  
*by Corlan Arthur Carlson*  
Mishaps and miscalculations plague the life of the bumbling professor Taylor Clemons as he works to solve another mystery against the backdrop of the canyon lands and coulees of central Washington state.  
**Order #457789**

**Steal the North**  
*by Heather Brittain Bergstrom*  
Sixteen-year-old Emmy travels to rural eastern Washington to participate in a faith-healing ceremony for a long-lost aunt after she discovers that her mother was disowned by her fundamentalist family shortly before Emmy’s birth.  
**Order #275750**
12 STRONG
by Doug Stanton
In the weeks following the 9/11 attacks, a small band of US Special Forces secretly entered Afghanistan on horseback and captured the strategic city of Mazar-i-Shariff against tremendous odds.
ORDER #444696

Crazy Rich Asians
by Kevin Kwan
Rachel Chu navigates an obstacle course of old money, new money, nosy relatives, and scheming social climbers when she discovers that her boyfriend is Singapore's richest and most eligible bachelor.
ORDER #244820

Annihilation
by Jeff VanderMeer
Cut off from the rest of the continent due to strange, unearthly phenomena, Area X has claimed the lives of eleven teams of explorers. A twelfth group enters the quarantine zone and encounters mind-boggling life forms and dangerous anomalies.
ORDER #266423

The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society
by Mary Ann Shaffer & Annie Barrows
A young writer finds the topic of her next book after meeting the delightfully eccentric members of a book club from Guernsey, formed while the island was under Nazi occupation during World War II.
ORDER #122399

Beautiful Boy
by David Sheff
The touching true story of a father who refused to give up on his son after the young man went from varsity athlete and honor student to crystal meth addict.
ORDER #261312

Little Drummer Girl
by John le Carré
A handsome Israeli intelligence officer lures an aspiring actress into the world of espionage in order to flush out the leader of a Palestinian terrorist group responsible for a string of deadly bombings.
ORDER #371231

Cathedral of the Sea
by Ildefonso Falcones
In fourteenth century Barcelona, a young stone worker helping to construct the Cathedral of Santa Maria del Mar falls for a forbidden woman and is hauled before the Spanish Inquisition.
ORDER #480245

Fifty Shades Freed
by E.L. James
In this third installment of the Fifty Shades of Grey series, Ana Steele and Christian Grey have it all — love, passion, intimacy, and wealth — but the demons of Christian's tormented past conspire to turn Ana's deepest fears into reality.
ORDER #197941
**First Man**
*by James R. Hansen*
This authorized biography of Neil Armstrong explores the life of the famous astronaut from his early career to his first historic steps on the moon and beyond.

**Order #478005**

---

**Red Sparrow**
*by Jason Matthews*
A Russian spy trained in the art of seduction is assigned to a CIA officer responsible for guarding his agency’s most sensitive Russian intelligence.

**Order #451682**

---

**Dumplin’**
*by Julie Murphy*
A self-proclaimed fat girl enters her town’s beauty pageant in order to boost her confidence after a hot former jock expresses an interest in her, curiously diminishing her usual self assurance.

**Order #442361**

---

**The Darkest Minds**
*by Alexandra Bracken*
A group of teens escapes the government rehabilitation camp created to contain them after a mysterious childhood disease leaves them with frightening abilities.

**Order #440781**

---

**Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda**
*by Becky Albertalli*
The not-so-openly gay Simon Spier becomes the target of a blackmailing bully after a sensitive email falls into the wrong hands, threatening his privacy and his chance at happiness with an adorable new crush.

**Order #321617**

---

**The Death Cure**
*by James Dashner*
Thomas and his friends escape from WICKED’s experimental trials with their memories restored, but they face new dangers in a world decimated by the FLARE virus.

**Order #165862**

---

**A Wrinkle in Time**
*by Madeleine L’Engle*
Two children venture through space and time to rescue their scientist father after he disappears while engaged in secret government work.

**Order #116058**

---
**Audiobooks: Non-Fiction**

**Betty Ford: First Lady, Women’s Advocate, Survivor, Trailblazer**
by Lisa McCubbin
A moving portrait of the candid and resilient First Lady, whose struggle with alcoholism led her to cofound the Betty Ford Center, inspiring the modern concept of recovery.
**Order #480090**

**The Incomplete Book of Running**
by Peter Sagal
A funny, wise, and powerful meditation about running and life from Peter Sagal, NPR host and longtime columnist for *Runner’s World*. Full of stories and advice from a long career on the pavement.
**Order #480103**

**In Pieces**
by Sally Field
Go behind the scenes of Sally Field’s five-decade career in Hollywood in this intimate and down-to-earth memoir from one of America’s most celebrated, wide-ranging, and enduring actors.
**Order #473479**

**Road to Disaster**
by Brian VanDeMark
Drawing from decades of archival research as well as recent scholarship in cognitive science, historian Brian VanDeMark offers a fresh look at the tragic decisions that led to the quagmire of the Vietnam War.
**Order #480114**

**Why Religion?**
by Elaine Pagels
Through the lens of neurology, anthropology, and history, a leading religious thinker looks at the spiritual dimension of human experience and how religious traditions shape the way we understand ourselves.
**Order #480119**

**The Eating Instinct**
by Virginia Sole-Smith
An exploration of how we learn to eat in today’s toxic food culture of guilt. Includes personal anecdotes from the author’s own life alongside well-researched stories of people recovering from weight loss surgery and more.
**Order #480098**

**The Day the World Came to Town**
by Jim Defede
The heartwarming story of the tiny Newfoundland community that provided shelter to nearly 7,000 airline passengers who were stranded for four days after U.S. airspace was closed following 9/11.
**Order #480096**

**Small Fry: A Memoir**
by Lisa Brennan-Jobs
This memoir by the daughter of Steve Jobs and artist Chrisann Brennan tells the story of a complex family and a remarkable childhood in the rapidly changing Silicon Valley of the seventies and eighties.
**Order #474184**
A Dream Called Home
by Reyna Grande
This inspiring memoir recounts Reyna Grande’s journey from undocumented immigrant to first-generation Latina university graduate and celebrated writer.
Order #480097

Just Mercy
by Bryan Stevenson
The founder of the Equal Justice Initiative provides an unforgettable account of his journey through the criminal justice system where he defended the poor, the wrongly condemned, and women and children trapped in the system.
Order #480106

Blowing the Bloody Doors Off
by Michael Caine
Beloved actor Michael Caine shares insight into his success over a six-decade Hollywood career that included roles in classic movies such as Alfie and Zulu as well as The Italian Job and the Dark Knight trilogy.
Order #476828

Racing to the Finish
by Dale Earnhardt, Jr.
NASCAR star Dale Earnhardt, Jr. tells the inside story of his final year of racing and reveals his struggle through years of race-related injuries, concussions, and escalating symptoms.
Order #474183

The Greatest Love Story Ever Told
by Megan Mullally & Nick Offerman
The unlikely love story between actors Megan Mullally and Nick Offerman that has fascinated Hollywood for over a decade. Includes anecdotes, hijinks, interviews, and lots and lots of tomfoolery.
Order #480100

The Spy and the Traitor
by Ben Macintyre
The true story of Oleg Gordievsky, the top Soviet spy in London during the seventies and eighties who worked as a double agent for MI-6 and was instrumental in the downfall of the Soviet regime.
Order #480115
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**Ohio**
*by Stephen Markley*
This murder mystery and social critique captures the fractured zeitgeist of a nation through the lens of one archetypal small town ravaged by the Great Recession, the opioid crisis, and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
*Order #480111*

**Hearts of the Missing**
*by Carol Potenza*
After a young woman linked to a list of missing Fire-Sky tribal members commits suicide, Pueblo Police Sergeant Nicky Matthews investigates a case that strikes at the heart of her people.
*Order #480101*

**The Boy**
*by Tami Hoag*
An intruder kills a seven-year-old boy but leaves his mother — the only witness — alive. Detective Nick Fourcade begins to doubt the woman’s story after he uncovers her troubled past as a convicted criminal.
*Order #480092*

**Not Quite Over You**
*by Susan Mallery*
Two old flames wrestle with residual feelings for one another when Drew offers Silver Tesdal a loan for her business after the bank turns her down. Will the two get back together or will old secrets drive them apart?
*Order #480109*

**The Clockmaker’s Daughter**
*by Kate Morton*
An 1862 murder at Birchwood Manor reverberates to the present day when a London archivist uncovers an old photograph of the house and experiences a strange déjà vu. From the author of *The Lake House*.
*Order #480094*

**Of Blood and Bone**
*by Nora Roberts*
In a post-apocalyptic world devastated by plague, thirteen-year-old Fallon Swift and her family hide out on a peaceful farm as the girl trains to fulfill her destiny as The One who will confront faeries, elves, and shifters.
*Order #474180*

**Gone So Long**
*by Andre Dubus III*
Forty years after police take his child from him for committing a shocking act of impulsive violence, a man tries to reconnect with his estranged daughter, who is still suffering from the trauma of that night.
*Order #480099*

**The 7½ Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle**
*by Stuart Turton*
In this inventive mystery, a man wakes up every morning in the body of a different guest at an English country manor house and each day the same woman is murdered. Can he find her killer and break the cycle?
*Order #468620*
**West**  
by Carys Davies  
After colossal ancient bones are discovered in Kentucky, a widowed Pennsylvania mule breeder leaves his only daughter behind with his taciturn sister and sets off to the uncharted American frontier to hunt for giant mythical monsters.  
**Order #480118**

---

**Swift Vengeance**  
by T. Jefferson Parker  
A marine combat veteran turned private investigator joins forces with a troubled FBI agent when a mysterious killer beheads CIA drone operators, leaving cryptic messages at each crime scene.  
**Order #480116**

---

**Treachrous is the Night**  
by Anna Lee Huber  
In 1919 England, former intelligence agent Verity Kent attends a séance in which the medium channels a former colleague who reveals top secret information. When the medium is murdered, Verity travels to war-torn Belgium for answers.  
**Order #480117**

---

**Becoming Mrs. Lewis**  
by Patti Callahan Henry  
This historical novel explores the love story of American poet Joy Davidman and author C.S. Lewis that began when the two bonded over a series of letters full of literature and ideas.  
**Order #480089**

---

**Children of the Fleet**  
by Orson Scott Card  
This new novel from the Enderverse tells the parallel story of the fleet in space. Fleet School now stands on the site of the old battle school station and the young Dabeet Ochoa dreams of attending the academy that trains colonial leaders.  
**Order #480093**

---

**Putney**  
by Sofka Zinovieff  
A provocative and absorbing novel about a teenage girl's intoxicating romance with a powerful older man and her discovery, decades later, that her happy memories are hiding a painful truth.  
**Order #480112**

---

**The Kiss Quotient**  
by Helen Hoang  
A logical, data-minded computer genius with very little dating experience hires an escort to teach her the art of kissing, but the two soon form a deeper bond.  
**Order #480107**

---

**Red Clocks**  
by Leni Zumas  
In this ferociously imaginative novel, abortion is once again illegal in America and five very different women navigate these new restrictions alongside age-old questions about motherhood, identity, and freedom.  
**Order #480113**
** Audiobooks: Kids **

** Jake the Fake: Keeps it Real **
by Craig Robinson
Jake just faked his way into the Music and Art Academy for the Gifted and Talented, but he can barely play an instrument and his art is better suited to *Pictionary*! What will he do?  
Order #480105

** Black Panther: The Young Prince **
by Ronald L. Smith
The twelve-year-old prince T’Challa, future Black Panther and King of Wakanda, is sent to America to attend a Chicago school and encounters a menacing classmate who is involved in dark magic.  
Order #466583

** Grump: The (Fairly) True Tale of Snow White and the Seven Dwarves **
by Liesl Shurtliff
A dwarf’s dreams come true when he gets the chance to enter the service of the queen, but he finds himself in a pickle when the evil ruler orders him to spy on Snow White.  
Order #450350

** The Meltdown **
by Jeff Kinney
It’s a fight for survival as Greg and Rowley navigate alliances, betrayals, and warring gangs after a snow storm shuts down their middle school and transforms their neighborhood into a wintry battlefield.  
Order #465823

** Orphan Island **
by Laurel Snyder
Nine children live on a perfectly idyllic island all by themselves with no adults, but one day each year a boat brings a new young child to the island and takes away the oldest of the nine — never to be seen again.  
Order #467927

** Captain Underpants and the Perilous Plot of Professor Poopypants **
by Dav Pilkey
After George and Harold ridicule their new teacher’s name, Professor Pippy P. Poopypants retaliates by forcing everyone in town to change their names!  
Order #467706

** Ogre Enchanted **
by Gail Carson Levine
In this companion to *Ella Enchanted*, meddling fairy Lucinda turns a young girl into an ogre for rejecting a friend’s marriage proposal. The girl has sixty-two days to accept another proposal or she’ll remain an ogre for the rest of her life.  
Order #465827

** The Creature of the Pines **
by Adam Gidwitz
After joining a secret group of adventurers who protect the world’s mythical creatures, Elliot and his new friend Uchenna race to the rescue of a Jersey Devil threatened by two conniving billionaires.  
Order #480095
Audiobooks: Young Adults

**Blood Water Paint**  
*by Joy McCallough*  
A young woman who has risen against all odds to become one of her city’s most talented painters uses her art to work through the aftermath of a rape in 1610 Rome.  
**Order #477557**

**Jane, Unlimited**  
*by Kristin Cashore*  
A nineteen-year-old college dropout experiences five wildly different realities when she stumbles on the multiverse while attending a gala at a mysterious island mansion.  
**Order #467698**

**Tess of the Road**  
*by Rachel Hartman*  
In the fantastical medieval kingdom of Goredd, where women are expected to be ladies, an independent young woman strikes off on her own after her family banishes her to a nunnery for one disgraceful act.  
**Order #472453**

**Dry**  
*by Neal Shusterman*  
Alyssa’s suburban street spirals into a war zone as neighbors turn against each other on the hunt for water during a drought. When her parents disappear, the teen faces impossible choices for herself and her brother.  
**Order #474337**

**Children of Blood and Bone**  
*by Tomi Adeyemi*  
After a ruthless king banishes magic from the land of Orïsha, killing her mother and other majors, Zélie seizes the chance to strike the monarchy and bring back magic in this West African-inspired fantasy debut.  
**Order #451995**

**The Speaker**  
*by Traci Chee*  
In a world where reading is forbidden, two teens on the run rely on the secret powers of a mysterious book as they wrestle with cruel destiny and the looming spectre of war in this sequel to *The Reader*.  
**Order #474571**

**Dear Martin**  
*by Nic Stone*  
A seventeen-year-old African-American scholarship student who is at the top of his class at a white prep school is wrongfully arrested after an encounter with a white off-duty cop.  
**Order #464506**

**The Leaving**  
*by Tara Altebrando*  
Eleven years after six kindergartners disappear without a trace, five of the six return — with no memory of what happened to them or where they have been and no recollection of the still-missing sixth victim.  
**Order #474565**
**Mission Impossible: Fallout**
After Ethan Hunt allows nuclear weapons to fall into the hands of terrorists in order to save his team, he must join forces with a hard-hitting CIA agent to stop an impending attack. Rated PG-13, 147 minutes.
*Order #478486*

**In the Fade**
Diane Kruger stars in this film about a woman struggling through the loss of her family in a terrorist attack and the ensuing trial of two neo-Nazi suspects. Rated R, 107 minutes.
*Order #480102*

**Crazy Rich Asians**
Based on the best selling novel, Rachel Chu faces an obstacle course of old money, new money, nosy relatives, and social climbers when she travels to Singapore with her boyfriend and meets his family. Rated PG-13, 120 minutes.
*Order #477294*

**Book Club**
Diane Keaton, Jane Fonda, Candice Bergen, and Mary Steenburgen star in this movie about four lifelong friends whose lives are turned upside down after their book club tackles the sizzling *Fifty Shades of Grey*. Rated PG-13, 103 minutes.
*Order #469519*

**Roman J. Israel, Esq.**
Denzel Washington stars in this thriller about an idealistic defense attorney navigating a turbulent series of events surrounding the overburdened LA criminal court system. Rated PG-13, 122 minutes.
*Order #449463*

**The Insult**
A Lebanese Christian and a Palestinian refugee find themselves in court and in the middle of a media circus after an insult is blown out of proportion in modern day Beirut. Rated R, 113 minutes.
*Order #480104*

**The Post**
Determined to uphold the nation’s civil liberties, the publisher of *The Washington Post* and a hard-nosed editor join forces to expose a decades-long cover-up. Rated PG-13, 116 minutes.
*Order #451911*

**Overboard**
When a spoiled, wealthy yacht owner falls overboard, he becomes vulnerable to revenge from a mistreated employee. Rated PG-13, 112 minutes.
*Order #467477*
VIDEOS (DVD): **KIDS & FAMILY**

**Christopher Robin**
Christopher Robin is all grown up and has lost his way. Can his old friends from the Hundred Acre Wood help him rediscover his childhood wonder? Rated PG, 103 minutes.  
[Order #476253](#)

**Ant-man and the Wasp**
While struggling to balance home life with his superhero identity, Scott Lang must suit up as Ant-Man again, joining the Wasp on an urgent mission to uncover secrets from the past. Rated PG-13, 118 minutes.  
[Order #474850](#)

**Little Women**
In this new, modern twist on the beloved classic, sisters Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy go from girls playing in the attic to women living with purpose. Rated PG-13, 112 minutes.  
[Order #479384](#)

**Bilal: A New Breed of Hero**
A young boy dreams of becoming a warrior, but his plans are threatened when he and his sister are abducted and taken to a land far from home, where greed and injustice rule all. Based on a true story. Rated PG-13, 105 minutes.  
[Order #480091](#)

**Incredibles 2**
Helen leads a campaign to bring Supers back and Bob navigates the day-to-day heroics of normal life at home with the kids until a new villain emerges with a brilliant and dangerous plot that threatens everything. Rated PG, 111 minutes.  
[Order #476251](#)

**Bilal: A New Breed of Hero**
A young boy dreams of becoming a warrior, but his plans are threatened when he and his sister are abducted and taken to a land far from home, where greed and injustice rule all. Based on a true story. Rated PG-13, 105 minutes.  
[Order #480091](#)

**Incredibles 2**
Helen leads a campaign to bring Supers back and Bob navigates the day-to-day heroics of normal life at home with the kids until a new villain emerges with a brilliant and dangerous plot that threatens everything. Rated PG, 111 minutes.  
[Order #476251](#)
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**ESPAÑOL: Niños**

**LITERATURA PARA NIÑOS**

- **El Faro de las Almas**
  by Ariel Andres Almada
  Order #358632

- **Esperando**
  by Kevin Henkes
  Order #438184

- **Juguemos al Fútbol y al Football!**
  by Rene Colato
  Order #284809

- **La Pequeña Amelia se Hace Mayor**
  by Elisenda Roca & Paula Bonet
  Order #357841

- **Max y los Superheroes**
  by Rocio Bonilla
  Order #466837

- **Moví la Mano**
  by Jorge Lujan & Mandana Sadat
  Order #317979

- **Owen**
  by Kevin Henkes
  Order #213766

- **Última Parada de la Calle Market**
  by Matt de la Peña
  Order #394780

- **Martín y la Primera Nevada**
  by Sebastian Meschenmoser
  Order #470226
### NIÑOS

**Adiós a Dylan**  
*by Alejandro Carrillo Rosas*  
En este relato de mayoría de edad, Omar, un joven de diecinueve años obsesionado con Bob Dylan, se enamora de una chica que comparte el nombre de la primera esposa de su ídolo y se embarca en un viaje de descubrimiento personal.  
**Order #452443**

**El Dador**  
*by Lois Lowry*  
En un mundo sin conflicto, desigualdad, injusticia y desempleo, un niño entrena para convertirse en el Receptor de la Memoria, solo para descubrir que su mundo idílico no es lo que parece.  
**Order #16647**

**El Lápiz Mágico de Malala**  
*by Malala Yousafzai*  
Este inspirador libro ilustrado de la ganadora del Premio Nobel de la paz, Malala Yousafzai, cuenta la historia de su infancia y su deseo de un lápiz mágico que pueda hacer realidad sus sueños.  
**Order #466648**

**¡Pesadillas! La Canción de Cuna Perdida**  
*by Jason Segel & Kirsten Miller*  
Después de que aparece una niña misteriosa en Cypress Creek Elementary, Charlie Laird está plagado de extrañas pesadillas de espeluznantes ovejas negras.  
**Order #465858**

### JÓVENES ADULTOS

**El Abismo**  
*by Neal Shusterman*  
Un adolescente esquizofrénico navega por dos realidades: un mundo exterior lleno de bachillerato, alienación, y paranoia y un vívido mundo interior en el que se une a la tripulación de un barco que viaja hacia la Fosa de las Marianas.  
**Order #442656**

**El Odio Que Das**  
*by Angie Thomas*  
Atrapada entre su pobre vecindario y su elegante escuela preparatoria suburbana, Starr Carter, de dieciséis años, enfrenta una difícil decisión cuando es testigo de un tiroteo policial fatal.  
**Order #438226**

**El Lápiz Mágico de Malala**  
*by Malala Yousafzai*  
Este inspirador libro ilustrado de la ganadora del Premio Nobel de la paz, Malala Yousafzai, cuenta la historia de su infancia y su deseo de un lápiz mágico que pueda hacer realidad sus sueños.  
**Order #466648**

**Trono de Cristal**  
*by Sarah J. Maas*  
Un joven criminal compite por la oportunidad de servir como asesino del rey a cambio de su libertad. Cuando dos de sus compañeros campeones son asesinados, ella corre para encontrar al asesino antes de convertirse en la próxima víctima.  
**Order #470248**

**Yo No Soy Tu Perfecta Hija Mexicana**  
*by Erika L. Sánchez*  
Después de la muerte de su perfecta hermana Olga, una joven lucha con las expectativas de su familia para su vida y descubre secretos sobre su hermana fallecida.  
**Order #476007**
## ESPAÑOL: ADULTOS

### NO-FICCIÓN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Libro</th>
<th>Autor(a)</th>
<th>Resumen</th>
<th>Orden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adiós Muchachos</strong></td>
<td>Sergio Ramírez</td>
<td>Sergio Ramírez, ex vicepresidente de Nicaragua, da cuenta de la revolución sandinista y su posterior deserción del movimiento.</td>
<td>#470360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cómo Ser un Mexicano Exitoso</strong></td>
<td>Adrián Gutiérrez Avila</td>
<td>Inspírese y aprenda cómo alcanzar sus metas en este libro de emprendimiento motivacional que proporciona las herramientas para alcanzar el éxito.</td>
<td>#465355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dime Qué Comes y Te Diré Qué Sientes</strong></td>
<td>Alejandro Chabán</td>
<td>Domina tu mente para transformar tu cuerpo con técnicas de pensamiento positivo, meditación y autoaceptación de Alejandro Chabon, fundador de Yes You Can.</td>
<td>#475965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Becoming: Mi Historia</strong></td>
<td>Michelle Obama</td>
<td>En esta memoria íntima e inspiradora, Michelle Obama narra las experiencias que la conformaron, desde su infancia en el lado sur de Chicago hasta su época como la Primera Dama Afroamericana de los Estados Unidos.</td>
<td>#478128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>La Felicidad Después del Orden</strong></td>
<td>Marie Kondo</td>
<td>Marie Kondo, una gurú del despeje, proporciona una guía ilustrada de su popular método organizativo de KonMari para cualquier persona que quiera una vida simplificada.</td>
<td>#475981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>La Travesía de Enrique</strong></td>
<td>Sonia Nazario</td>
<td>Once años después de que su madre saliera a buscar trabajo en los Estados Unidos, un joven hondureño emprendió un peligroso viaje para encontrarla. Basado en historias ganadoras del premio Pulitzer.</td>
<td>#475964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lo Que Vio el Perro</strong></td>
<td>Malcolm Gladwell</td>
<td>El popular autor de El Punto Clave, Fuera de Serie, y Blink: Inteligencia Intuitiva, ofrece una colección de sus mejores escritos de The New Yorker.</td>
<td>#462747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yo Seré la Última</strong></td>
<td>Nadia Murad</td>
<td>Capturada y vendida a la esclavitud después de que los militantes de ISIS masacraron a la mayor parte de su aldea iraquí del norte, Nadia Murad fue violada y golpeada repetidamente antes de escapar. Esta es su historia.</td>
<td>#475963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FICCIÓN**

**El Juego de Ender**  
*by Orson Scott Card*  
Cuando una especie alienígena amenaza a la Tierra, el gobierno mundial recluta a un niño y un genio militar para entrenar en juegos de guerra simulados en la Escuela de Batalla de élite. El destino de la humanidad depende de su éxito.  
**Order #364183**

**Hombres Desnudos**  
*by Alicia Giménez Bartlett*  
Una mujer traicionada por su esposo y una maestra desempleada que trabaja como prostituta comienzan una relación disfuncional en esta historia de devastación económica y personal.  
**Order #375042**

**La Pareja de al Lado**  
*by Shari Lapena*  
Después de que un bebé es secuestrado mientras sus padres están en la cena de un vecino, el detective investigador descubre que los padres aparentemente perfectos de la niña tienen secretos oscuros.  
**Order #418822**

**Leonora**  
*by Elena Poniatowska*  
Basada en la vida de Leonora Carrington, esta novela cuenta la historia de una heredera rebelde de una fortuna textil que se convierte en una pintora surrealista y se codea con personajes como Salvador Dali y Pablo Picasso.  
**Order #218293**

**Todo Esto Te Dare**  
*by Dolores Redondo*  
Después de que su esposo Álvaro muera en lo que parece ser un trágico accidente, Manuel Ortigosa busca respuestas en el hogar ancestral de su cónyuge en España, pero el afligido viudo descubre una red de engaños y corrupción.  
**Order #424305**

**Un Novela Criminal**  
*by Jorge Volpi*  
Florence Cassez está acusada erróneamente de secuestro, junto con su novio Israel Vallarta, durante un arresto organizado por funcionarios corruptos, lo que desató una controversia entre los gobiernos de Francia y México.  
**Order #461314**

---
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A MEMOIR OF TRANSFORMATION FROM UNSCHOOLED, RURAL IDAHO FUNDAMENTALIST TO A CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PHD.

NCRL Reads Presents

READ THE BOOK!

Educated

AUTHOR COMING TO WENATCHEE & OMAK IN APRIL

“A heartbreaking, heartwarming, best-in-years memoir.”—USA TODAY

“An amazing story, and truly inspiring.”—BILL GATES

“Fit to stand alongside the great modern memoirs.”—NEW YORK TIMES

A MEMOIR OF TRANSFORMATION FROM UNSCHOOLED, RURAL IDAHO FUNDAMENTALIST TO A CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PHD.
**Educated**
by Tara Westover
The remarkable story of one young woman’s transformation from unschooled, rural Idaho fundamentalist to Cambridge University PhD.
**Order #445511**

**17th Suspect**
by James Patterson
After a confidential informant tips her off on a series of shootings, Sergeant Lindsay Boxer and her confidantes in the Women’s Murder Club hunt down the methodical yet unpredictable killer.
**Order #458668**

**Pete the Cat**
by Eric Litwin
Pete the Cat walks down the street in brand new white shoes. Along the way, his sneakers change from white to red to blue (and more) as he steps in piles of strawberries, blueberries, and other big messes!
**Order #366894**

**The Great Alone**
by Kristin Hannah
A troubled veteran returns home from Vietnam and moves his family to an off-the-grid cabin in Alaska. Can the family survive the harsh northern winter intact?
**Order #439310**

**Shelter in Place**
by Nora Roberts
The consequences of a deadly mall shooting in Portland, Maine reverberate through the lives of a group of survivors, while yet another disturbed conspirator plans an even deadlier attack.
**Order #455179**

**Dog Man and Cat Kid**
by Dav Pilkey
Dog Man is back—and this time he has a furry, feline sidekick. When a new kitty sitter arrives and a glamorous movie starlet goes missing, it’s up to Dog Man and Cat Kid to save the day!
**Order #445641**
Explore, Discover, and Grow with your library card.

Just a few things we happily offer to you free of charge.

Books  e-Audiobooks  New York Times
Magazines  Book Clubs  Public Computers
Movies  Storytimes  Wifi Access
Music  Events  Printing
e-Books  Consumer Reports & MORE!

FIND OUT MORE ONLINE OR AT YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY
ncrl.org/mol | Get Social

A library card is free for anyone who lives in or owns property in Chelan, Douglas, Ferry, Grant, or Okanogan counties.